We prove the Li-Yau gradient estimate for the heat kernel on graphs. The only assumption is a variant of the curvature-dimension inequality, which is purely local, and can be considered as a new notion of curvature for graphs. We compute this curvature for lattices and trees and conclude that it behaves more naturally than the already existing notions of curvature. Moreover, we show that if a graph has nonnegative curvature then it has polynomial volume growth.
Introduction and main ideas
In their celebrated work [15] Li and Yau proved an upper bound on the gradient of positive solutions of the heat equation. In its simplest form, for an n-dimensional compact manifold with non-negative Ricci curvature the Li-Yau gradient estimate states that a positive solution u of the heat equation (∆ − ∂ t )u = 0 satisfies |∇ log u| 2 − ∂ t (log u) = |∇u| 2 u 2 −
The inequality (1.1) has been generalized to many important settings in geometric analysis. The most notable one was made by Hamilton on the Ricci flow, see [10, 11] . Finding a discrete version of (1.1) has proven challenging for a long time. Indeed, inequality (1.1) is not true even on the lattice Z n . The main difficulty for finding a discrete version is that the chain rule fails on graphs. In this paper, we succeed in finding an analogue of inequality (1.1) on graphs. The main breakthrough and novelty of this paper as we see it is twofold. First, we show a way to bypass the chain rule in the discrete setting. The way we do it (as explained in §1.1), we believe, may be adapted to many other circumstances. Second, we introduce a new natural notion of curvature of graphs, modifying the curvature notion of [16] . For example, we are able to prove a discrete version of the Li-Yau inequality where the curvature is bounded from below (by any real number). Also, we show that non-negatively curved graphs have polynomial growth. As far as we are aware of, this result, well known on Riemannian manifolds, is not known with any previous notion of curvature on graphs.
In the next two sections we explain the preceding two ideas in more detail.
Bypassing the chain rule -discretizing the logarithm
In proving the gradient estimate (1.1) on manifolds, either by the maximum principle [15] or by semigroup methods [3] it is crucial to have the chain rule in hand. Namely, both proofs use a simple but a key identity that follows from the chain rule formula:
∆ log u = ∆u u − |∇ log u| 2 .
(1.2)
However, this is false in the discrete setting. Even worse, there seems to be no way to reasonably bound the difference of the two sides. The lack of the chain rule on graphs is the main difficulty in trying to prove a discrete analogue of (1.1) . In what follows we explain our solution to this issue. First, we find a one parameter family of simple identities on manifolds which resembles (1.2): For every p > 0 one has
These also follow from the chain rule. Then, we make the following crucial observation: While there exists no chain rule in the discrete setting, quite remarkably, identity (1.3) for p = 1/2 still holds on graphs. This fact is the starting point and probably the most important observation of this paper. Naively, this means that each time identity (1.2) is applied in the proof of (1.1) we may try to replace it by identity (1.3) with p = 1/2. Indeed, this idea starts our work in this paper. However, this idea alone is not enough to prove a discrete analogue of (1.1): We have to redefine the notion of curvature on graphs as explained in the next section.
A new notion of curvature for graphs
The second obstacle we have to overcome in proving gradient estimates on graphs is that a proper notion of curvature on graphs is not a priori clear. It is a well known problem to extend the notion of Ricci curvature, or more precisely to define lower bounds for the Ricci curvature in more general spaces than Riemannian manifolds. At present a lot of research has been done in this direction (see e.g. [8, 16, 17, 20, 21, 23] ). The approach to generalizing curvature in the context of gradient estimates by the use of curvature-dimension inequalities explained below was pioneered by Bakry and Emery [2] .
On a Riemannian manifold M Bochner's identity reveals a connection between harmonic functions or, more generally, solutions of the heat equation and the Ricci curvature. It is given by ∀f ∈ C ∞ (M ) 1 2 ∆|∇f | 2 = ∇f, ∇∆f + Hessf An immediate consequence of the Bochner identity is that on an n-dimensional manifold whose Ricci curvature is bounded from below by K one has 1 2 ∆|∇f | 2 ≥ ∇f, ∇∆f + 1 4) which is called the curvature-dimension inequality (CD-inequality). It was an important insight by Bakry and Emery [2] that one can use it as a substitute for the lower Ricci curvature bound on spaces where a direct generalization of Ricci curvature is not available.
Since all known proofs of the Li-Yau gradient estimate exploit non-negative curvature condition through the CD-inequality (1.4), one would believe it is a natural choice in our case as well. Bakry and Ledoux [3] succeed to use it to generalize (1.1) to Markov operators on general measure spaces when the operator satisfies a chain rule type formula.
As we have explained in Section 1.1 there is no chain rule in the discrete setting. However, due to formula (1.3) with p = 1/2 which compensates for the lack of the chain rule, we succeed to modify the standard CD-inequality on graphs in order to define a new curvature notion on graphs (cf. §3) which we can use to prove a discrete gradient estimate in Theorem 4.3.
One may argue that as we modify the curvature notion it might not be natural anymore. In fact, we show it is natural in several respects: First, we prove that our modified CD-inequality follows from the classical one in situations where the chain rule does hold (Theorem 3.13). Second, we compute it in several examples ( §6) to show it gives reasonable results. In particular, we show that trees can have negative curvature K with |K| arbitrarily large. So far the existing notions of curvature [16, 21] always gave K ≥ −2 for trees. Third, as mentioned above, we derive polynomial volume growth for graphs satisfying non-negative curvature condition, like on manifolds (Corollary 7.8), and it seems to be a first result of this kind on graphs.
Background on the parabolic Harnack inequality on graphs
Inequality (1.1) can be integrated over space-time, and some new distance function on space-time can be introduced to measure the ratio of the positive solution at different points:
u(x, s) ≤ C(x, y, s, t)u(y, t) , (1.5) where C(x, y, s, t) depends only on the distance of (x, s) and (y, t) in space-time. Using this, [15] also gave a sharp estimate of the heat kernel in terms of such a distance function. The Harnack inequality (1.5) has many applications. Besides implying bounds on the heat kernel, it can be used to prove eigenvalue estimates, and it is one of the main techniques in the regularity theory of PDEs. Hence it is important to decide what manifolds satisfy such an inequality. Grigor'yan [9] and Saloff-Coste [22] gave a complete characterization of such manifolds. They showed that satisfying a volume doubling property along with a Poincaré inequality is actually equivalent to satisfying the Harnack inequality. The characterization by Grigor'yan and Saloff-Coste generalizes the non-negative Ricci curvature condition by Li and Yau, since it is known from the work of Buser [4] that a lower bound on the Ricci curvature implies volume doubling and the Poincaré inequality. However, a major drawback of the characterization by Grigr'yan and Saloff-Coste is that showing that a manifold satisfies these properties is rather difficult as both volume doubling and the Poincaré inequality are global in nature. The results in [15] have the advantage that a simple local condition, a lower bound on curvature, is sufficient to guarantee that the more global properties hold.
In the case of graphs Delmotte [6] proved a characterization analogous to that of Grigor'yan and Saloff-Coste. However, just as for manifolds, his conditions are hard to verify because of their global nature. One virtue of our results is that they give local conditions that imply Harnack type inequalities.
Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we set up the scope of this paper. In Section 3 we define our notion of curvature by modifying the standard curvaturedimension inequality, and we study the basic properties of the curvature. In particular, we show that on manifolds the modified CD-inequality follows from the classical one. Our main results are contained in Section 4, where we establish the discrete analogue of the gradient estimate (1.1). In Section 5, we use the gradient estimates to derive Harnack inequalities. Section 6 contains curvature computations for certain classes of graphs. In particular we give a general lower bound for graphs with bounded degree and show that this bound is asymptotically sharp in the case of trees. We also show that lattices, and more generally Ricci-flat graphs in the sense of Chung and Yau [5] , have non-negative curvature. Finally, in Section 7 we apply our results to derive heat kernel bounds, polynomial volume growth and prove a Buser-type eigenvalue estimate.
Setup and notations
First we fix our notation. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. We allow the edges on the graph to be weighted; that is, the edge xy from x to y has weight w xy > 0. We do not require that the edge weights be symmetric, so w xy = w yx in general, for the proofs of the main theorems, but our key examples satisfying the curvature condition do have symmetric weights. We do, however, require that inf e∈E w e =: w min > 0.
Moreover we assume in the following that the graph is locally finite, i.e. deg(x) := y∼x w xy < ∞ for all x ∈ V . Given a finite measure µ : V → R on V , the µ-Laplacian on G is the operator ∆ :
Since such averages will appear numerous times in computations, we introduce an abbreviated notation for "averaged sum": For a vertex x ∈ V , y∼x h(y) := 1 µ(x) y∼x w xy h(y).
Given a graph and measure, we define
So far as is possible, we will treat µ-Laplacian operators generally. The special cases of most interest, however, are the cases where µ ≡ 1 which is the standard graph Laplacian, and the case where µ(x) = y∼x w xy = deg(x), which yields the normalized graph Laplacian. In the case where the edges are unweighted, we take w xy ≡ 1. Throughout the remainder of the paper, we will simply refer to the µ-Laplacian as the Laplacian, except when it is important to emphasize the effect of the measure.
In this paper, we are interested in functions u : V × [0, ∞) → R that are solutions of the heat equation. Let us introduce the operator
We say that u(x, t) is a positive solution to the heat equation, if u > 0 and Lu = 0. It is not hard to see that such solutions can be written as u(x, t) = P t u 0 where P t = e t∆ is the heat kernel and u 0 = u(·, 0). Note that the heat equation of course also depends on the measure µ, through the Laplacian it contains.
Curvature-dimension inequalities
In this section we introduce a new version of the CD-inequality, which is one of the key steps in deriving analogues of the Li-Yau gradient estimate. We also compare our new notion to the standard CD-inequality. First we need to recall [3] the definition of two natural bilinear forms associated to the Laplacian. Definition 3.1. The gradient form Γ is defined by
We write Γ(f ) = Γ(f, f ).
Similarly, Definition 3.2. The iterated gradient form is defined by
Definition 3.3. We say that a graph G satisfies the CD-inequality CD(n, K) if, for any function f
Note that this is exactly the CD-inequality in (1.4) written in the Γ notation.
The main example in the definition below is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a Riemannian manifold: Definition 3.4. The semigroup P t = e t∆ is said to be a diffusion semigroup if the following identities are satisfied for any smooth function Φ:
Bakry and Ledoux [3] show that if the operator ∆ satisfying CD(n, 0) generates a diffusion semigroup then the gradient estimate (1.1) holds.
The Laplacian ∆ we are interested in does not generate a diffusion semigroup, but remarkably, as we mentioned in the introduction, for the choice of Φ(f ) = √ f a key formula similar to a combination of (3.6) and (3.7) still holds:
This motivates the following key modification of the CD-inequality.
Definition 3.9. We say that a graph G satisfies the exponential curvature dimension inequality at the point x ∈ V , CDE(x, n, K) if for any positive function f : V → R such that (∆f )(x) < 0 we have
We say that CDE(n, k) is satisfied if CDE(x, n, K) is satisfied for all x ∈ V . Remark 1. For convenience, we set
By (3.8)
Remark 2. An important aspect of both CD(n, k) and CDE(n, k) is that they are local properties. That is, satisfying CD(n, k) or CDE(n, k) at a point depends only on the second neighborhood of a vertex. Thus, in principle, it is possible to classify all (unweighted) graphs which satisfy CDE(n, k) and have maximum degree at most D.
Of course, one hopes that typical graphs which one might consider to have nonnegative curvature satisfy CDE(n, 0) for some "dimension" n . As we will show in Section 6, the class of Ricci-flat graphs [5] , which includes abelian Cayley graphs and most notably the lattices Z d (along with finite tori) do indeed satisfy CDE(2d, 0).
Remark 3. The reason we chose the adjective "exponential" in Definition 3.9 is revealed in Lemma 3.12 below.
Lemma 3.12. If the semigroup generated by ∆ is a diffusion semigroup, then for any positive function f one has
Proof. We compute
Theorem 3.13. If the semigroup generated by ∆ is a diffusion semigroup, then the condition CD(n, K) implies CDE(n, K).
Proof. Let f be a positive function such that (∆f )(x) < 0. By Lemma 3.12
(3.14) On the other hand,
Squaring (3.15) and inserting the result in (3.14) yields
Remark 4. In light of Lemma 3.12 it is tempting to define a graph to satisfy the condition CDE ′ (n, K) if for all f > 0,
and use this (which implies CDE(n, K)) instead of CDE. Indeed, in the case of diffusion semigroups CD(n, K) and CDE ′ (n, K) are equivalent. Rather interestingly, making such a definition in the graph case loses something: First, as we show below in Theorem 6.7, the integer grid Z d satisfies CDE(2d, 0). On the other hand, it only satisfies CDE ′ (4.53d, 0) and this dimension constant essentially cannot be improved. Second, it turns out that some graphs (and, in particular, regular trees) do not satisfy CDE ′ (n, −K) for any K > 0. In contrast, we show in Theorem 6.1 below that all graphs satisfy CDE(2, −K) for some K > 0.
Gradient estimates
In this section we prove discrete analogues of the Li-Yau gradient estimate (1.1) for graphs satisfying the CDE-inequality.
Preliminaries
The following lemma, describing the behavior of a function near its local maximum, will be used repeatedly throughout the whole section.
Lemma 4.1. Let G(V, E) be a (finite or infinite) graph, and let g, F : V × [0, T ] → R be functions. Suppose that g(x, t) ≥ 0, and F (x, t) has a local maximum at (
Proof.
since ∂ t F = 0 at the local maximum if 0 < t * < T and ∂ t F ≥ 0 if t * = T . The last claim is just the difference of the previous two.
For convenience, we also record here some simple facts which we use repeatedly in our proofs of the gradient estimates. Lemma 4.2. Suppose f : V → R satisfies f > 0, and (∆f )(x) < 0 at some vertex x. Then
(iii) follows similarly to (ii).
Estimates on finite graphs
We begin by proving the gradient estimate in the compact case without boundary. That is, we prove gradient estimates valid for positive solutions to parabolic equations on finite graphs.
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a finite graph satisfying CDE(n, 0), and let u be a positive solution to the heat equation on G. Then for all t > 0
Proof. Let
Fix an arbitrary T > 0. Our goal is to show that
Hence t * > 0. Moreover, by identity (3.8) which is true both in the continuous and the discrete setting, and the fact that Lu = 0 we know that
We conclude from (4.5) that
In what follows all computations are understood to take place at the point (x * , t * ). We apply Lemma 4.1 with the choice of g = u. This gives
We know that L(u) = 0. Also, since ∆ and L commute, L(∆u) = 0. So we are left with
(4.7) The last equality is true by (3.11) and since
By (4.6) and the CDE(n, 0)-inequality applied to √ u(·, t * ) we get
Indeed, the preceding line displays the reason why the identity (3.8) is crucial: It allows us to relate L(uF ) to uF 2 .
Thus we get F ≤ n at (x * , t * ) as desired.
We can extend the result to the case of graphs satisfying CDE(n, −K) for some K > 0 as follows.
Theorem 4.8. Let G be a finite graph satisfying CDE(n, −K) for some K > 0 and let u be a positive solution to the heat equation on G. Fix 0 < α < 1. Then for all
Proof. We proceed similarly to the previous case, so we do not repeat computations that are exactly the same. Let
Fix an arbitrary T > 0, and we will prove the estimate at (x, T ) for all x ∈ V . As before let (x * , t * ) be the place where F assumes its maximum in the V × [0, T ] domain. We may assume F (x * , t * ) > 0 otherwise there is nothing to prove. Hence t * > 0 and
In what follows all computations are understood at the point (x * , t * ). We again apply Lemma 4.1 with the choice of F = u. As before, this gives
Applying the CDE(n, −K) inequality to √ u, multiplying by t * /u and rearranging
where G = t * · 2Γ( √ u)/u. After expanding (F + αG) 2 we throw away the F · G term, and use α 2 G 2 to bound the last term on the right hand side. Completing the quadratic and linear term in G to a perfect square yields
So we have F 2 ≤ nF/(1 − α) + t 2 C, which implies
which proves the gradient estimate at (x, T ) for all x ∈ V . Since T is arbitrary, we have the theorem as claimed.
We can also extend the result from solutions to the more general operator (L − q) = (∆ − ∂ t − q)u = 0, where q(x, t) is a potential satisfying ∆q ≤ ϑ and Γ(q) ≤ η 2 for some ϑ ≥ 0 and η ≥ 0.
Theorem 4.10. Let G be a finite graph and q(x, t) : V × R + → R be a potential satisfying ∆q ≤ ϑ and Γ(q) ≤ η 2 for all x ∈ V and t ≥ 0.
where
Proof. Again, the proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3 so we do not repeat computations that are exactly the same. Let
As (∆ − ∂ t − q)u = 0, note u t = ∆u − qu, so we may rewrite F as
as before.
Again, we fix an arbitrary T and take (x * , t * ) to be the place where F assumes its maximum in the V × [0, T ] domain, and we may assume that F (x * , t * ) > 0 and hence t * > 0 and ∆ √ u(x * , t * ) < 0. All computations below should be understood at the point (x * , t * ).
We again apply Lemma 4.1 with the choice that F = u. The primary difference before is that in the application of Lemma 4.1 is that at the maximum
Then, similarly as before,
Rearranging (4.11),
Combining (4.12) and (4.13), we obtain
Finally, we bound
Here the first inequality follows from an application of Cauchy-Schwarz. The bound on Γ( √ u)(x * , t * ) follows as ∆ √ u(x * , t * ) < 0, and applying Lemma 4.2 (ii) yields
With this, (4.14) gives
Applying the CDE(n, 0) inequality, multiplying by nt * /u and rearranging yields
which yields the first claim of the theorem, as above. The general case with negative curvature works by combining the above with the method of Theorem 4.8.
In the general case,
Following the previous computation, again at (x * , t * ) maximizing F ,
After some computation and rearrangement, we get that
By Lemma 4.2 (iii), and applying Cauchy-Schwarz we bound
Following the computations of the proof of Theorem 4.8 from (4.9) we get
Again, we prove the result for all (x, T ) but, as T is arbitrary, this completes the proof of the theorem.
General estimates in a ball
We can prove somewhat weaker results in the presence of a boundary. We do not assume finiteness of the graph anymore, and we only assume the heat equation is satisfied in a finite ball. Our estimates will depend on the radius of this ball. We shall prove two types of estimates. In this section we prove the first type that works for any non-negatively curved graph, while the second type requires the existence of so-called strong cut-off function on the graph that we will discuss later in Section 4.4. Theorem 4.15. Let G(V, E) be a (finite or infinite) graph and R > 0, and fix x 0 ∈ V .
, for some function q(x, t) so that ∆q ≤ ϑ and Γ(q) ≤ η 2 . If G satisfies CDE(n, −K) for some K > 0, then for any 0 < α < 1 and all t > 0
in the ball of radius R around x 0 .
Proof. First we consider the non-negative curvature case. Let us define a cut-off function φ : V → R as
We are going to use the maximum-principle as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Let
and let (x * , t * ) be the place where F attains its maximum in V × [0, T ] for some arbitrary but fixed T . Our goal is to prove a bound on F (x, T ) for all x ∈ V and as T is arbitrary this completes the proof. This bound is positive, so we may assume that F (x * , t * ) > 0. In particular this implies that t * > 0, φ(x * ) > 0, and ∆ √ u(x * , t * ) < 0. Let us first assume that φ(x * ) = 1/R. Since positivity of u implies that for any vertex
we see that in this case F (x * , t * ) ≤ 2t * D µ /R and thus
and dividing by T yields a stronger result than desired. We may therefore assume that φ(x * ) ≥ 2 R and φ does not vanish in the neighborhood of x * . Now we apply Lemma 4.1 with the choice of F = u/φ. Thus we get
Using the fact the L(u) = 0 we can write
Using the same computation as in (4.7) we get
Putting these together and multiplying through by t * φ 2 /u we get
Let us write φ(x * ) = s/R. Then for any y ∼ x * we have φ(y) = (s±1)/R or φ(y) = s/R. In any case 1
.
Using Lemma 4.2 (ii) we have
Combining everything we can see that for any x such that d(x, x 0 ) ≤ R and thus
and dividing by T gives the result. The proof of the general case is simply the combination of the preceding proof with that of Theorem 4.10. 
on the whole graph.
Strong cut-off functions
In the case of manifolds [15] , a result similar to Theorem 4.15 holds with 1/R 2 instead of 1/R. In one of the key steps of the argument the Laplacian comparison theorem is applied to the distance function. This together with the chain rule implies that one can find a cut-off function φ that satisfies
where c is a constant that only depends on the dimension. Since the cut-off function φ also satisfies
it follows, that there exists a constant C(n), that only depends on the dimension such that
Unfortunately on graphs the Laplacian comparison theorem for the usual graph distance is not true -think for instance of the lattice Z 2 . This is the reason why in general we have to assume the existence of a cut-off function that has similar properties to (4.17) and (4.18), in order to prove a gradient estimate with 1/R 2 . Noting that for a diffusion semigroup and hence in particular for the Laplace-Beltrami operator on manifolds 
where the constant c = c(n) only depends on the dimension n.
Remark 5. The 'strength' of the strong cutoff function depends on the size of support S. In order to get results akin to those in the manifold case, with 1 R 2 appearing for solutions valid in B(x 0 , cR) one requires a strong cutoff function whose support lies within a ball of radius cR. The cutoff function defined above, using graph distance, gives a strong cutoff function on the ball of radius R 2 . Theorem 4.20 yields a better estimate than Theorem 4.15 whenever one can find a strong cutoff function with support in a ball of radius ≪ R 2 .
In Section 6 we will show (see Corollary 6.8 and Proposition 6.12) that the usual Cayley graph of Z d with the regular or the normalized Laplacian satisfies CDE(2d, 0) and admits a (100, R)-strong cut-off function supported on a ball of radius √ dR centered at x 0 . Theorem 4.20. Let G(V, E) be a (finite or infinite) graph satisfying CDE(n, −K) for some K ≥ 0. Let R > 0 and fix x 0 ∈ V . Assume that G has a (c, R)-strong cut-off function supported on S ⊂ V and centered at x 0 . Fix 0 < α < 1. Let u : V × R → R a positive function such that (L − q)u(x, t) = 0 if x ∈ S, for some q(x, t) satisfying ∆q ≤ ϑ and Γ(q) ≤ η 2 . Then for every ǫ ∈ (0, 1)
As we noted in the remark above, the lattice Z d yields a (c, R)-strong cutoff function in the ball B(x 0 , √ dR) and CDE(0, 2d). As a result Theorem 4.20 specializes to the following. 
for some explicit constant c(d) depending on the dimension.
Proof of Theorem 4.20. We proceed similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.15, except that we assume φ is a (c, R)-strong cut-off function centered at x 0 . Let us choose
and let (x * , t * ) denote the place where F attains its maximum in V × [0, T ] for some arbitrary but fixed T . Again, our goal is to show that F (x, T ) is bounded for all x ∈ V , and since T is arbitrary this completes the result. We bound F by some positive quantity, hence we may assume F (x * , t * ) > 0. This implies t * > 0, φ(x * ) > 0, and 2Γ(
then we are done, since 
On the left hand side we use Cauchy-Schwarz:
Collecting the q-terms in (4.22) and using (4.23), we observe that they are
In the computation above we used several times Cauchy-Schwarz, (4.13) and the observation that Γ(u)/u 2 can be controlled by Γ( √ u)/u in the following way: By Lemma 4.2 (i), and the fact that ∆ √ u(x * ) < 0, we have that √ u(y) < D w √ u(x * ) for any
Combining (4.24) with (4.22) and multiplying by t * φ 2 /u we get
Let us introduce the notation G = 2t * φΓ( √ u)/u. Using (4.25), and that φ is a (c, R)-strong cut-off function we can further estimate the left hand side of (4.26) from above:
Using that the graph satisfies CDE(n, −K) we can write
Combining with (4.27) we have
Notice that completing the left hand side to a to a perfect square gives
Now we cosider the terms in G
we obtain for every ǫ ∈ (0, 1)
This combined with (4.29) now yields
which easily implies
Using that φ ≤ 1, φ(x 0 ) = 1, t * ≤ T , and F (x 0 , T ) ≤ F (x * , t * ), and finally dividing by T we get the desired upper bound
Harnack inequalities
In this section we explain how the gradient estimates can be used to derive Harnacktype inequalities. The proof is based on the method used by Li and Yau in [15] , though the discrete space does pose some extra difficulty.
In order to state the result in complete generality (in particular, when f is a solution to (L − q)f = 0 as opposed to a solution to the heat equation), we need to introduce a discrete analogue of the Agmon distance between two points x, and y which are connected in B(x 0 , R). For a path p 0 p 1 . . . p k define the length of the path to be ℓ(P ) = k. Then in a graph with maximum measure µ max :
where the infinum is taken over the set of all paths P = p 0 p 1 p 2 p 3 . . . p k so that p 0 = x, p k = y and having all p i ∈ B(x 0 , R), and the times T 1 = t 0 , t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t k = T 2 evenly divide the interval [T 1 , T 2 ]. In the case when the graph satisfies CDE(n, 0) one can set α = 0.
Remark 6. In the special case where q ≡ 0 and R = ∞, which will arise when f is a solution to the heat equation on the entire graph, then ̺ simplifies drastically. In particular,
where d(x, y) denotes the usual graph distance.
Theorem 5.1. Let G(V, E) be a graph with measure bound µ max , and suppose that a function f : V × R → R satisfies
whenever x ∈ B(x 0 , R) for x 0 ∈ V along with some R ≥ 0, some 0 ≤ α < 1 and positive constants c 1 , c 2 . Then for T 1 < T 2 and x, y ∈ V we have
In the case of unweighted graphs, and when dealing with positive solutions to the heat equation everywhere, Theorem 5.1 simplifies greatly.
Corollary 5.2. Suppose G(V, E) is a finite or infinite unweighted graph satisfying CDE(n, 0), and µ(x) = deg(x) for all vertices x ∈ V . If u is a positive solution to the heat equation on G, then
where D denotes the maximum degree of a vertex in G. 
Proof. We bound the minimum by an averaged sum. Let
as we claimed, since 2x − x 2 ≤ 1.
With this, we can return to the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let us first assume that x ∼ y. Then for any s ∈ [T 1 , T 2 ] we can write
We use the assumption that
In the second step we threw away the
term, and used Γ(f )(y, t) ≥ 1 2 w min (f (y, t) − f (x, t)) 2 /µ max as well as the fact that log r ≤ r − 1 for any r ∈ R.
We are free to choose the value of s for which the right hand side is minimal. We use Lemma 5.3, with the choice of ψ(t) = f (x, t)/f (y, t) − 1 and c = (1 − α)w min /2µ max along with q 1 (t) = q(x, t) and q 2 (t) = q(y, t) to get
To handle the case when x and y are not adjacent, simply let x = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x k = y denote a path P between x and y entirely within B(x 0 , R), and let T 1 = t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t k = T 2 denote a subdivision of the time interval [T 1 , T 2 ] into k equal parts. For any 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 we can use (5.4) to get
as was claimed.
Examples
In this section we show that our curvature notion behaves somewhat as expected, by computing curvature lower bounds for certain classes of graphs. We also show that Z d admits strong cut-off functions in the sense of Definition 4.19.
General graphs and trees
Here we prove that every graph satisfies CDE 2, −D µ Dw 2 + 1 . We show that this bound is close to sharp for graphs that are locally trees, in particular the curvature of a D-regular large girth graph goes to −∞ linearly as D → ∞. wxy and D µ = max
The summands of the double sum are quadratics in f (z). They are minimized when
We use the fact that
to lower bound the
f (x) (∆f ) term. Finally, we use the fact that ∆f < 0, and Lemma 4.
Therefore, continuing from (6.3),
as desired.
Sharpness of Theorem 6.1 on trees
For unweighted graphs with the normalized Laplacian, Theorem 6.1 states that all graphs satisfy CDE(2, − D 2 − 1). Such a lower bound on curvature is essentially tight in the case of trees. Indeed, let (T D , x 0 ) denote the infinite D-ary tree rooted at x 0 . We find below functions f D for which
To construct the function f D we do the following. Let y 1 , . . . , y D denote the neighbors of x 0 . We define functions f ǫ as follows:
For vertices z ∼ y i at distance two from x 0 , we take f ǫ (z) = f 2 (y i ) (and hence, by the computation in the proof of Theorem 6.1 being the value that minimize Γ 2 (f ǫ ) given the f ǫ (y i )). Then we take f D = f ǫ for ǫ = D −3/2 . It is a straight forward computation to verify that (6.4) holds.
Ricci-flat graphs
Chung and Yau [5] introduced the notion of Ricci-flat (unweighted) graphs as a generalization of Abelian Cayley graphs.
is Ricci-flat at the vertex x ∈ V if there exists maps η i : V → V ; i = 1, . . . , d that satisfy the following conditions.
3. for every i we have
In fact to test Ricci-flatness at x it is sufficient for the η i s to be defined only on x and the vertices adjacent to x.
Finally, the graph G is Ricci-flat if it is Ricci-flat at every vertex.
Given a weighted graph which is Ricci-flat when viewed as an unweighted graph, the weighting is called consistent if 1. There exist numbers w 1 , . . . , w d so that w xη i (x) = w i for all i = 1, . . . , d and
3. The weights are symmetric, so w xy = w yx whenever x ∼ y.
If only the first two conditions holds (so the weights are not necessarily symmetric) then we say the weighting is weakly consistent.
Remark 8. The conditions on the weights are fairly restrictive, but there are two cases when they are easily seen to be satisfied. 2. If G is Ricci flat, and the functions η i locally commute, that is η i (η j (x)) = η j (η i (x)), then any sequence w 1 , . . . , w d can be used to introduce a weakly consistent weighting for G.
The critical reason why we choose these restrictions is the following: If G is a (weakly) consistently weighted Ricci-flat graph and f : V → R is a function, then for any vertex x ∈ V , and 1
Here the fact G is Ricci flat implies the sums are over the same set of vertices, and the second condition on the weights ensures that the sums are equal.
Theorem 6.7. Let G be a d-regular Ricci-flat graph. Suppose that the measure µ defining ∆ satisfies µ(x) ≡ µ for all vertices x ∈ G.
1. If the weighting of G is consistent, then G satisfies CDE(d, 0).
If the weighting of G is weakly consistent, then G satisfies CDE(∞, 0)
Remark 9. For a d-regular Ricci-flat graph and a weakly consistens weighting the two standard choices of the measure µ ≡ 1 and µ(x) = deg(x) satisfy µ(x) ≡ µ for all x ∈ V .
Corollary 6.8. The usual Cayley graph of Z k satisfies CDE(2k, 0), for the regular or normalized graph Laplacian.
Proof of Theorem 6.7. Let f : V → R be a function. We begin by assuming that G is Ricci flat, and the weighting is weakly consistent. We will write y for f (x), y i for f (η i (x)), and y ij for f (η j (η i (x))). With this notation we have
Here, the second equality follows from the (weakly) consistent labeling as observed in (6.6) and the third equality follows from changing the role of i and j. Combining, we see
Clearly, Γ 2 (f ) ≥ 0, so G satisfies CDE(∞, 0) proving the first part of the assertion. Now we further assume that the weighting of G is consistent. (That is, we further assume the weights are symmetric.) Now for each i there is a unique j = j(i) such that η j (η i (x)) = x and thus y ij = y. Throwing away all the other terms from (6.9) we get:
Note that j(i) is a full permutation, and the symmetry of weights implies that w i = w j(i) , and hence on the cycles in j(i) the weights are constant. Suppose the permutation j(i) decomposes into cycles C 1 , . . . , C k , with lengths ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ k . We focus our attention on an arbitrary cycle C. Then there exists a w C , and the terms above corresponding to this cycle are of the form
where we take z i = y i /y. We can assume without loss of generality that j(i) restricted to this cycle C is a permutation on [ℓ], and 0 < z 1 ≤ z 2 ≤ · · · ≤ z ℓ . We can apply the Rearrangement Inequality to obtain z i z 2 j(i) ≥ z i z 2 ℓ+1−i and hence
We now combine the cycles together and apply Cauchy-Schwarz, to see 11) where y i ′ is the partner of y i in its cycle as given in (6.10). Finally, we assume that ∆f (x) < 0 to prove CDE. This implies that i w i y i < i w i y. Also from the fact that y i and y ′ i appear in the same cycle, we have i w i y ′ i = i w i y i . Applying Cauchy-Scwharz we see that
Thus continuing (6.11), we see the interior square is positive, and hence i (x) . We did not attempt to optimize the constant 100 appearing in this statement.
Proof. For a vertex x ∈ Z d let x i ∈ Z denote its ith coordinate and write |x| 2 = i x 2 i . We are going to prove that the function
is a (100, R)-strong cut-off function centered at the origin. It is supported in a "Euclidean" ball of radius R which is contained in a ball of radius √ dR measured in the graph distance.
We need to show that one of the two cases in Definition 4.19 are satisfies. If R 2 −|x| 2 ≤ 10R then the first case is clearly satisfied, so we may assume R 2 −|x| 2 > 10R. Also, |x i | < R for any i, otherwise φ(x) would be 0. These together imply that
By the consistency, for each coordinate there is a single weight w i . Now we can compute
In the last line, we used that (R 2 − |x| 2 − 1) ≤ (R 2 − |x| 2 ) and discarded some negative terms. Then using (6.13) along with x 2 i < R 2 and R 2 − |x| 2 < R 2 , we have
A computation similar in spirit, but less complicated, shows that
and thus φ indeed is a (100, R)-strong cut-off function.
Applications

Heat Kernel Estimates and Volume Growth
One of the fundamental applications of the Li-Yau inequality, and more generally parabolic Harnack inequalities, is the derivation of heat kernel estimates. As alluded to in the introduction, Grigor'yan and Saloff-Coste (in the manifold setting) and Delmotte (in the graph setting) proved the equivalence of several conditions (including Harnack inequalities, and the combination of volume doubling and the Poincaré inequality) to the heat kernel satisfying the following Gaussian type bounds. Let P t (x, y) denote the fundamental solution to the heat equation starting at x.
In the graph setting, Delmotte proved that G(c, C) is equivalent to two other (sets of) properties. The first is the pair of volume doubling and Poincaré. Definition 7.2. G satisfies the volume doubling property VD(C) if for all x ∈ V and all r ∈ R + : vol(B(x, 2r)) ≤ Cvol(B(x, r)) Definition 7.3. G satisfies the Poincaré inequality P(C) if
for all f : V → R, for all x 0 ∈ V and for all r ∈ R + , where
The final equivalent condition is a Harnack inequality in the following form: Definition 7.4. Fix 0 < θ 1 < θ 2 < θ 3 < θ 4 and C > 0. G satisfies the Harnack inequality property H(θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 4 , C) if for all x 0 ∈ V and t 0 , R ∈ R + , and every positive solution u(x, t) to the heat equation on
Delmotte shows that H(θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 4 , C 0 ) ⇔ P(C 1 )+VD(C 2 ) ⇔ G(c 3 , C 4 ) for graphs, the equivalent statement for manifolds is due to Grigor'yan and Saloff-Coste. In the manifold case, it is well known that non-negative curvature implies VD and P, but on graphs it is not known. Here, we show that CDE(n, 0) implies H (and hence all the properties) under the assumption that G admits a (c, ηR) strong cutoff function contained in a ball B(x 0 , R) around every point. For instance, the strong cutoff function for the integer lattice Z d shows we can guarantee a (c,
R) strong cutoff function in balls of radius R.
Corollary 7.5 (Corollary of Theorem 5.1). Suppose G satisfies CDE(n, 0), and let η ∈ (0, 1). If for every x ∈ B(x 0 , R) G admits a (c, ηR)-strong cutoff function centered at x with support in B(x 0 , 2R) then G satisfies H(θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 4 , C 0 ) for some C 0 (and therefore G(c, C), P(C) and VD(C) for appropriate constants).
Proof. The proof is almost immediate from Theorem 5.1. Fix θ 1 < θ 2 < θ 3 < θ 4 . From Theorem 4.20 G satisfies a gradient estimate of the form
Thus each of the terms arising in the Harnack inequality derived in Theorem 5.1 are bounded by constants not depending on s, x 0 and R, so we can choose a C 0 guaranteeing that H(θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 4 , C 0 ) holds.
In general, however, we only have for graphs satisfying CDE(n, 0) the gradient estimate derived from Theorem 4.15. Using this gradient estimate in Theorem 5.1 implies that
This will not suffice for proving H(θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 4 , C 0 ). Indeed, if T 2 − T 1 = cR 2 , then this only implies that sup
where the constant depends now on R. Nevertheless, we can derive heat kernel upper bounds that are Gaussian, and lower bounds that are not quite Gaussian but still have a similar form. The heat kernel bound then allows us to derive volume growth bounds: we show that if G satisfies CDE(n, 0) then G has polynomial volume growth. We derive here only on-diagonal upper and lower bounds, but it is known that off-diagonal bounds can be established using the on-diagonal bounds. Theorem 7.6. Suppose G satisfies CDE(n, 0) and has maximum degree D. Then there exist constants so that, for t > 1,
Proof. The upper bound is standard and follows from the methods of Delmotte from [6] . Indeed, the only observation is that the only time a Harnack inequality is utilized in the proof of the upper bound, it is used on a solution to the heat equation which is not just in the ball, but everywhere. For such a function, letting R → ∞ we observe that if u is a solution on the whole graph, with c 1 = n, then
Then the argument proceeds as follows. Let P · (·, y) be the fundamental solution to the heat equation. Then by (7.7), for u = P t if z ∈ B(x, √ t),
This gives the desired upper bound. The lower bound proceeds directly from the Harnack inequality (7.7). Indeed,
Noting that P 1 (y, y) is bounded from below by an absolute constant in a bounded degree graph and dividing yields the result.
An immediate corollary of Theorem 7.6 is polynomial volume growth.
Corollary 7.8. Let G be a graph satisfying CDE(n, 0). Then G has a polynomial volume growth.
Proof. Applying Theorem 7.6 with y = x gives
and cross multiplying yields the desired bounds.
Buser's inequality for graphs
As another application of the gradient estimate in Theorem 4.8 we prove a Busertype [4] estimate for the smallest nontrivial eigenvalue of a finite graph. For now on we assume that the edge weights are symmetric, i.e. w xy = w yx for all x ∼ y.
In the following we denote
The Cheeger constant h of a graph is defined as
where |∂U | = x∈U,y∈V \U w xy and vol(U ) = x∈U µ(x).
Theorem 7.9. Let G be a finite graph satisfying CDE(n, −K) for some K > 0 and fix 0 < α < 1. Then
where the constant
only depends on the dimension n and µ max .
Remark 11.
• By using Theorem 4.3 instead of Theorem 4.8, one obtains the same statement in the case of K = 0 where now the constant C is given by C = 8 √ 3nµ max .
• The Cheeger inequality states that
• Klartag and Kozma [12] show a similar but stronger result for graphs satisfying the original CD-inequality. Namely they prove, following the arguments of Ledoux [14] , that if a finite graphs satisfies CD(∞, −K) then
Note that their condition does not involve dimension, and hence their constant is also dimension independent.
We divide the proof into several different steps, closely following Ledoux's [13] argument on compact manifolds. The proof of the following lemma is based on ideas by Varopoulos [24] . Lemma 7.10. Let G be a finite graph satisfying CDE(n, −K) for some K > 0, and let P t f be a positive solution to the heat equation on G. Fix 0 < α < 1 and let 0 < t ≤ t 0 then
Proof. On the one hand by the gradient estimate Theorem 4.8 and t ≤ t 0
Since
≥ 0 and the estimate is trivial if ∆Ptf 2Ptf ≥ 0 we conclude that
where ( ) ± denotes the positive and negative part, respectively. Note that 0 = x∈V µ(x)∆P t f (x) = x∈V µ(x) (∆P t f ) + (x) − µ(x) (∆P t f ) − (x) which implies x∈V µ(x) (∆P t f ) − (x) = 1 2 x∈V µ(x)((∆P t f ) − (x) + (∆P t f ) + (x)) = 1 2 ∆P t f 1 . (7.12)
Moreover since x∈V µ(x)P t f (x) = x∈V µ(x)f (x) and f > 0 it follows from (7.11) and (7.12 On the other hand it follows from the gradient estimate by applying the infinity norm on both sides that
where we used (7.13) and P t f ∞ ≤ P 0 f ∞ = f ∞ for all t > 0. Now the proof is almost complete, we only need to estimate Γ( √ P t f ) by Γ(P t f ). It is easy to see that Γ(u) ≤ 4 u ∞ Γ( √ u) for all positive functions u > 0. Indeed, Γ(u)(x) = 1 2µ(x) y∼x w xy (u(x) − u(y)) Using this in (7.14) we obtain
which finishes the proof.
Remark 12.
Using the notation |∇f | = Γ(f ) the statement of the last lemma is equivalent to
Lemma 7.16. Let G be a finite graph satisfying CDE(n, −K) for some K > 0, and let P t f be a positive solution to the heat equation on G. Fix 0 < α < 1 and let 0 < t ≤ t 0 then
where c is the constant in Lemma 7.10.
Proof. For any positive function g we have x∈V µ(x)g(x)(f − P t f )(x) = x∈V µ(x)g(x)(P 0 f − P t f )(x) = where we used that P s = e s∆ is self-adjoint, P s commutes with ∆, and summation by parts. Applying Cauchy-Schwarz and Hölder we obtain x∈V µ(x)g(x)(f − P t f )(x) ≤ Now assume for the moment that x∈V µ(x)(f − P t f )(x) ≥ 0. We choose g = sgn(f − P t f ) + 1 + ǫ for some ǫ > 0 such that g is positive and
where we used (7.17) and g ∞ = 2. Taking ǫ → 0 completes the proof. If x∈V µ(x) · (f − P t f )(x) < 0 then we choose g = sgn(P t f − f ) + 1 + ǫ and the proof is completed in the same way as above.
With these preparations we can now prove Theorem 7.9.
Proof of Theorem 7.9. We want to apply Lemma 7.16 to the characteristic function χ U of any subset U . The left hand side becomes
where µ max = max x∈V µ(x). The right hand side becomes: where we used that P t 2 P t 2 = P t , P t χ U ≤ 1, vol(U) = x∈U µ(x)P t χ U (x) + + x∈V \U µ(x)P t χ U (x) and the fact that P t is self-adjoint. Let {ψ i } From now on we choose t 0 = K −1 . The reason is that for this particular choice the constant c is independent of the curvature bound K. From (7.18) and (7.19) we have for all 0 < t ≤ K −1 and all subsets U of V for which vol(U ) ≤ Since this is true for every subset U ⊂ V and 0 < t < K −1 this implies
(1 − e −λ 1 t ) √ t .
Now if λ 1 ≥ K, we choose t = 1 λ 1 which yields
while if λ 1 ≤ K we take t = K −1 which yields
This yields λ 1 ≤ max{2C √ Kh, 4C 2 h 2 } which completes the proof.
